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Introduction
The importance of Chalcatzingo as a
record of human activity in the
eastern Valley of Morelos, Mexico
cannot be underestimated.

Within

this large terraced community nestled
between two granodiorite hills –
Cerro

Delgado

and

Cerro

Chalcatzingo – starkly juxtaposed
against the surrounding agricultural
lands

(Fig.

1),

archaeological
research
Figure 1. The northwestern slopes of Cerro Chalcatzingo.
(Image Copyright: Arnaud F. Lambert)

has

eighty

years

exploration
yielded

of
and

significant

insights into the development of
complex polities during the Formative
period in general, and of the rise of

Chalcatzingo as a major administrative and ceremonial center in particular (Guzmán 1934, Piña
Chan 1955, Cook de Leonard 1967, Gay 1972, Grove 1984, 2000).

Central to these

investigations has been the site’s impressive corpus of rock carvings, stelae, altars, and cupmarked stones (Grove 1968, 1987b, Grove and Angulo 1987, Lambert 2010). The purpose of this
brief report is to put on record one of the many sculptural fragments from the Chalcatzingo
archaeological zone (Figs. 2 and 3). At present little is known regarding its date of discovery or
archaeological context and it has not been mentioned in any archaeological publications
regarding the site and its monuments (Aviles 2005, Córdova Tello and Meza Rodríguez 2007,
Gillespie 2008, Grove 1996, 2008, Grove and Angulo 1987). However, this enigmatic stone is
worthy of note because it displays three distinct forms of modification and anthropic marking: lowrelief carving, fracturing, and possibly toppling. Therefore, even though it may be difficult to
establish its chronological placement in relation to the other monuments of Chalcatzingo, careful
analysis of these markings and forms of modification may yield pertinent information regarding
cultural practices documented at the site throughout the Formative period, especially those linked
to monument mutilation (Grove 1981)
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Figure 2. Sculpture fragment from Chalcatzingo. (Image
Copyright: Arnaud F. Lambert).

Figure 3. Scale drawing of the
sculpture fragment from
Chalcatzingo (Image Copyright:
Arnaud F. Lambert)

The Sculptural Fragment from Chalcatzingo
This fractured stone first came to my attention during an investigation of the rock carvings at
Chalcatzingo in August 2005. Located to the immediate right of a low-relief carving known as
Monument 13 (Figs. 4 and 5), it is found approximately 25 to 30 meters downhill from the Group
B rock carvings on the northern talus slopes of Cerro Chalcatzingo. The sculptural fragment itself
consists of a triangular rock, measuring 70.9 cm in height and 60 cm in length. It is light tan in
colour and is composed of moderately
coarse granodiorite (see Fig. 2). The
stone is decorated with the remains of
a low-relief carving representing a
bifurcate scroll motif.

Such scroll

motifs are common in the Olmec-style
rock carvings of the Cantera phase of
the

Middle

Formative

period

at

Chalcatzingo, c. 700-500 BC (Angulo
1987,137-138).

They appear in the

Group A rock carvings situated on the
northwestern
Figure 4. Chalcatzingo Monument 13 (Image Copyright:
Arnaud F. Lambert).
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associated with images of clouds and rain drops as the carriers of moisture from the underworld,
which is represented as zoomorphic cave openings and reptilian figures (Lambert 2015). A
related set of symbols is evident in the nearby Group B rock carvings where clouds continue to
be associated with rainfall but are intermixed with feline and serpent imagery (Lambert 2013, 9394).

Figure 5 (Left). Scale drawing of Chalcatzingo
Monument 13 (Image Copyright: Arnaud F. Lambert)

Figure 6 (Below). Chalcatzingo Monument 1 (Image
Copyright: Arnaud F. Lambert)

Figure 6 (Left). Caption… Author’s own?

Given its fractured state, it is clear that this sculptural fragment was once part of a much larger
composition. One possible candidate is Monument 13. Both of these damaged carvings were
found in close proximity and Monument 13 appears to closely match the symbols used in
Monument 1, such as the seated ruler and the quadripartite cave opening, but it is missing the
cloud imagery, volutes, and bifurcate scrolls.

The sculpture fragment, by contrast, consists

exclusively of the remains of a bifurcate scroll. Assuming that Monument 13 was once part of a
much larger rectangular slab that once stood upright (Grove and Angulo 1987,122), it is very
plausible that the sculptural fragment under consideration may have been part of the damaged
sections of the original monument before it was toppled (Fig. 7).
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Figure 7. A comparison of Monument 1 and a proposed reconstruction of Monument 13 incorporating
the sculpture fragment. Drawings are not to scale. (Image Copyright: Arnaud F. Lambert)

Another possibility is that it belongs to an undiscovered rock carving or sculpture situated further
up the northern talus slopes of Chalcatzingo. Although less likely, this scenario remains plausible
due to the periodic discovery of fractured monuments on the terraces at the base of Cerro
Delgado (Gillespie 2008, 9, Fig. 2) as well as several new broken monuments near the Group B
rock carvings (Grove 1996, González, Córdova, and Buitrago 2011).
Regardless of its specific origins, from these observations it is clear that any discussion of the
sculptural fragment’s state of preservation and possible primary contexts must take the cultural
practice of monument mutilation into account. Often linked to status competitions that may have
accompanied the death of a ruler (Clark 1997, 220-222, Grove 1981, 63-65), acts of monument
mutilation at Chalcatzingo appear to have involved several types of damage ranging from
deliberate fracturing and breakage to toppling and decapitation. In light of these considerations, it
is interesting to note that the monuments and carvings located on Terrace 6 near Cerro Delgado
and on the northern talus slopes near the Group B rock carvings not only displayed the greatest
degree of mutilation, especially in the form of fracturing and toppling, but were also located
closest to the main areas of public interaction at the site: the central plaza and the main platform
mound. As such, these broken monuments would have made pointed examples of the sociopolitical competitions periodically witnessed in the Middle Formative period at Chalcatzingo; after
the passing of one of its rulers, new lords attempted to enhance their positions in the community
through public displays, such as the erection of new sculptures and the toppling of the previous
ruler’s monuments.
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A careful examination of the iconographic details and anthropic markings of a sculptural fragment
from the Central Mexican site of Chalcatzingo has allowed a number of inferences to be made
regarding its probable chronological position and possible significance. Based on the stylistic
affiliations of the bifurcate scroll design found on its worked surface, the sculptural fragment
seems to have been originally carved sometime during the Cantera phase of the Middle
Formative period (700-500 BC). The bifurcate scroll motif, along with the fractured state of the
stone, also suggest that this stone was part of a much larger flat-faced sculpture that may have
encompassed a larger existing carving, such as Monument 13, into the panel. If this
reconstruction is correct, then the purpose of this carved panel may have been to legitimise a
ruler’s right to govern through the use of underworld and fertility imagery, much like the rock
carving known as Monument 1 (Lambert 2015). Like several other monuments at Chalcatzingo
however, the original sculpture seems to have been destroyed as part of status competitions
between lords seeking to cement their right to rule over the community.
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